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LAMUM Return on Investment
ROI depends on a number of factors:
How many engineers
Cost for CAD, CAX, EDA, PLM, Simulation, Analysis and
many other tools per year
Price of LAMUM per year
Savings that LAMUM offers.
Typical savings are in the 15-25% range.
Here is a matrix showing the various levels of ROI depending
on number of engineers.

“This tool has been a blessing. It has
saved us a ton of money. I have seen
a 20% reduction in license needs,
especially the expense CAE tools.
User counts, Total time in Use by
User, Concurrent use graphs, and
Long checkout monitoring have been
really helpful.”
— Large aerospace company

Note: If Customer already has something to track usage, savings/ROI will be approx 1/2 above.
The CAD/CAE costs are based on a simple, proven assumption that 100 engineers require about $250,000
per year of CAD/CAE tools. This assumption proves to be reasonably accurate, but can vary +/- $50,000.
Electronics Engineering costs seem to be a little higher. Civil Engineering costs seem to be a little lower.
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LAMUM Return on Investment
There are several ways LAMUM can
save you money:

Tracking Usage

Know accurately what you have

Knowing usage patterns certainly will save you money,
but certain reports are very important:

Know what you have before you go out
and buy more. If you already own 10
licenses of a tool that costs $10,000
each, wouldn’t it be important to know
that?
LAMUM helps you manage current
inventory of both floating and nodelocked licenses. Inventory can be viewed
and managed according to:
Vendor
Discipline
License Type
Purchase Type
Restriction Type
Responsible Person, etc.
Better prepare to negotiate with your
Vendors
Negotiating with Vendors is an important
aspect in managing expensive CAD/CAE
tools.
Every Vendor is different in terms of
discounts, negotiating tactics, and
personality. The side that gets the best
“deal” is the one that is better prepared.
With LAMUM you can track:
Vendor behavior
“Giveaways”
Discount rates
Terms
Who is who
Who has approval authority, etc.

Concurrent Usage graph will show how many floating
licenses you really need based on actual concurrent use.
Remember, floating licenses are like books in a library.
You buy 10 and they sit on the shelf. Wouldn’t it be nice
to know that you never needed more than 5 books?
A common historical Usage graphs will certainly show
visually what peak usage is and about how many times
you hit max.
But what about Average usage, average checkout time,
which will help you to understand how the tool is used?
Heatmaps will
visually show you
how licenses are used
in a 24x7 graph, and
when licenses are not
being used.
You might be surprised
to know that on a
24x7 basis, most licenses
are only used 30% of the time.
70% of the time they are sitting idle!
Can you squeeze out more usage from existing licenses
by letting engineers know that licenses are available at
non-peak times. Knowing trends of usage is also
important. Getting the reports “on-demand” or regularly
(Batch) is important as well.
You don’t want to have to recreate the report each time.
LAMUM has all these reports, “on-demand” hyperlinks,
easy to use Batch reporting, and much more.

Knowing how the Vendor behaves is
important.
A good Vendor is doing the same with
you.
Be prepared, get the best discount rate,
best terms, adequate “giveaways”, etc.
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LAMUM Return on Investment
Using the Zero usage reports
Identify tools that are not being used.
Can they be dropped and save that cost accordingly?
You may be spending thousands of dollars on tools that
are never used. That would be sad, and poor
management of expensive company assets.
Could identifying and reporting this to upper
management help your career? We think so!
Improved license use efficiency
Clearly the more efficiency there is in license usage,
the fewer licenses you will need. Here are a few ways
LAMUM helps to improve usage efficiency:
Heatmaps - Engineers will stay away from peak use
times, tend to fill in the gaps, reduce denials and
delays associated with that. LAMUM provides both
Checkout Heatmaps and Denial Heatmaps.
User Dashboards - Create a Dashboard for
engineers. Give them on-demand hyperlinks to
“Current Checkout Details” for expensive or critical
applications. Give them Heatmaps, Denial reports,
etc. Engineers will tend to stop hoarding licenses if
they realize that other Engineers can see how long
they have had a license checked out. LAMUM allows
you to create different Dashboards for different
people. Dashboards can be any document that can
handle “hyperlinks”, where hyperlink can be renamed
to something User-friendly. Dashboards can be on
SharePoint, Google Docs, Word, PDF, or a company
WIKI.

True Denials
A common mistake for management is to run out and
buy more licenses because an engineer is reporting
he/she can’t get a license.
Denials occur for many reasons:
No more licenses available
Server/daemon down
Permission issues, etc.
LAMUM allows filtering Denials based on type of Denial.
The Denial code -41xx are true denials caused by
insufficient licenses. LAMUM will also help you detect if
a clever engineer has created a script which is
generating dozens of spurious denials, where one
engineer can create a denial every 5 seconds, until
he/she gets a license!

All this adds up to 20% savings per year!
Seeing is believing - Contact TeamEDA for a Demo.
Or better yet, take advantage of our free 30-day Trial.

Long Checkout Alerts - Create Long checkout Alert
and Warning letter to User for expensive or critical
applications. Engineers will learn that those
application checkouts are being monitored, and
when they get a Warning message for “long
checkout” it will prompt them to return the license.
Maybe they forgot to close the application?
REMOVE - If you know an engineer is done with a
license but has failed to close the application,
lmremove allows you to return the license to the pool
so someone else can use it. LAMUM provides
lmremove, given appropriate permissions.
License Available Alert - LAMUM allows an
engineer to set up an Alert that will notify him/her
when a license is available.
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